Joel remembers every
single moment, of both
good and bad memories

repulsive, gross, I'm
just a fucked up girl..

fast forwarded / sound
unmatching the shots

what kind of shots?

CUs, LSs used

Cinematography

Clementine's impulsiveness is
what drove the couple apart, but
also "what he loves about her"

objects (bed in the snowed beach)

angle conveying sth?

music (Row-Row-Row-Your-Boat)

Editing

(sort of) dillutes into another memory

Meaning

fall apart and assembled
back to another scene

The last 'car sequence'
is a repetition of all the
memories

dialogue with
Mierswiak
plot event more
than once?

emotional arousal

various transitions

some sets fall apart

effectively illustrates
the confusion
Kings - Bookstore "instigated by PATRICK"

weird hallways

Frozen Charles

voiceover
equipment to awake
Joel to disillusion
Patrick
key character to unveiling
the meaning of the film

subplot

pin light

my emotional
response

visual patterns

some sets don't exist
in reality

just before falling apart

Mise-en-scène
sees light in the end 'car
sequence' : melancholy?

makeup

helps disillusion Joel
Clementine's hair color

helps illustrate her
'mercurial' , impulsive
characteristic

empty faces

also key to illustrate the time
Mary Stan Merswiak staring
red lighting(the red beeps
from the headgear)

not chronological

order of events

Narrative

unrealistic looks

disintegration of memories
Joel

Character

Sound

Clementine

use of indistictive dialogue

in some scenes it
illustrates confusion

NEVER! so different
from his other films

No humor, rather
emotional

scenes when he comes back
to his normal character
rather arouses delight

Do I know that it is a
Jim Carrey movie
Why was this actor cast

disintegrating memories

How does he convey
the character
when he gets into the
erasing, the scenes
are designed so that
we know it's unreal

Acting

with closeup facial
expression
frequent monologues
various ages (4, 7, teenager)

potatoes
Tangerine

creates a logical ground for the
plot (distracts Stan from erasing)
resolves conflict after all

inciting accident

Eternal
Sunshine

design of sets

Tangerine

Plot peak "I could die right now"
emotional haven for Clem
arouses suspicion, sth
not right about Patrick

Mary

use of light

some sets are
connected

end setting

snowed beach

theatrical response

theatrical effect

same beach that J&C first met (but without snow!)

start of the complication

arouses more tension
"This place is falling apart" 34m

drags her "no time for this" to runaway from the mind-erasers

comes back when he first
decides to beg not to erase

to illustrate the emotion

dialogues (stupid diaries -> dining at kings)
same actions (pillow choking)

differentiated by the empty faces
of the Doctor(illustrating the
imminence of oblivion)

comes back again (desperate)

first meeting(last memory):
"and you just took it, we
were so intimate"

"Blessed are the forgetful
for they get the better
even of their blunders"
How happy is the blameless vestal's lot! The
world forgetting, by the world forgot. Eternal
sunshine of the spotless mind! Each pray'r
accepted, and each wish resign'd?

(subplot is chronological)
from unhappy to worth cherishing

stream of
consciousness /
connect scenes
through dialogue

repetition of the first sequence,
deviates from the typical
audience are able to realize key
female character
factors that did have meaning
I’m just a fucked-up girl who’s
looking for my own peace of
mind. Don’t assign me
yours./I'm not perfect
when he is waking
himself up
When he is four

Patrick
Joel's car dent
"meet me in Montauk"

